GLOBAL EDUCATION NETWORK SOCIETY’s
Celebrations at Global Business School, Hubli on the eve of India’s 66th Republic day.
GBS celebrates India’s 66th republic day and underscores the common spirit behind
the celebrations for country and itself i.e. growth and achievements.
Juxtapose the journey travelled by Indian after its independence and formation of
constitution with its journey of 9 years –close to decade, GBS believes that a strong
guiding force for proper and fair governance is what leads any entity in the path of
inclusive growth.
The atmosphere at the institute on this occasion was apparently filled with
enthusiasm and love towards its mother land. The environment was further fortified
with emuculate decoration and arrangements by the team of 1st year students who
worked religiously to make this occasion a success.
Several thought provoking speeches were given by management members, Director,
Dean, Director Placement and Director Discipline.
Chairman GEN Society Shri Ramesh Kothari emphasized on serving the nation in
whatever way we can and in any capacity. He also conveyed message to the students
saying “you are going to be the future of this country” so do every bit you can for the
development without being only bothered about your own career and life.
Director GBS, Mr Uday Lawate expressed his proud felling of being an Indian and said
that what else could be the real sense of growth than having for the first time women
from defence force representing in special contingents in the parade exhibiting the
country military strength and assets. He also appealed to all the students to join
hands with the Swach Bharat movement of Govt, which he believes should begin
form, our own classes. Vice President GC Shri Bharat Jain also spoke on similar lines
with more emphasis on avoiding tobacco in the campus.
Dean Dr.Manik brought the perspective of unity in diversity in his speech and told
how and why India is great place to live in.
“The patriotism and love towards our country should reflect in every piece of work we
do and in every minute that we spend for the execution of the task “Said Director
Placement Mr. Nagaraj Goudar. He passed the message to student that affection
towards the country is not only a matter of one day instead it should be a way of life
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for all of us. He also recalled some of the anecdotes from his working stint at Australia
that reflects the patriotism of Indians, he said that Indians while taking oath in
Australian embassy for the citizenship face acute internal mind conflicts while
accepting the terms of conditions for securing the foreign country citizen ships –
where most of Indians do not accept the clause of supporting the foreign country
during the war (against their own country India).
Dr.Ramakant Kulkarni Former director GBS also conveyed his Republic day best
wishes to all the people who had gather for the occasion.
The event concluded with closing remarks by Director Discipline who said that quality
education is something on which India’s growth is contingent on.
Kudos to the organizing team of first year MBA, for their wonderful efforts of making
this event a memorable one.GBS acknowledge their efforts and conveys best wishes
to them for their future endeavours.
Glimpses of the celebrations.
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